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Delegates Gather in Denver as Talks 

on ME Trade Treaty Get Underway 
 

After months of preparation, high-level 

representatives met on Monday to voice their 

respective positions. (Full story on page 3) 

 

North Korea  

After Meet-up, Is Kim on Board?   
 

Questions persist as North Korean President 

Kim Jong Un meets with Dir. Mike  Pompao. 

 

 
 

It is rumored that Pompao offered carrots; but 

was at the same time prepared to administer 

sticks. On the table: US quiet acceptance of the 

DPKR as an unofficial nuclear powered state in 

exchange for movement towards conventional 

arms reductions on the peninsula, as well as 

Pyongyang’s promise to cease its illicit arms 

trade program—specifically in the ME.   
 

A spokesperson for the Kim regime said the  

talks were fruitful, “but we are still a long way 

from lifting sanctions and attaining full respect.”  

Russia  

Trump Rests Easy as Putin Signals 

Willingness to Cooperate on METT 
 

The news comes as information emerges about 

back channel talks between the world’s two 

largest arms dealers. Reliable sources informed 

the Sentinel that the agreement includes deals 

on both Syria and US sanctions that have been 

imposed on Russian arms-dealing oligarchs.   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

In the lead up to high stakes arms negotiations, 

a spokeswoman for the Russian Federation 

announced today that the United States and 

Russia have been engaged in intensive talks 

over the past three months. Despite the 

incredibly lucrative business arms sells to the 

Middle East provide domestic manufactures, 

the parties recognized the immense expense—

both economic and human—associated with the  

repeated rebuilding of these broken societies.     
 

While details of the deal remain scant, several 

sources have confirmed that in exchange for 

leveling off and balancing arms sales to the 

region, the U.S. will lift sanctions targeting 

Russian arms manufactures and inertly accept  

Russian presence in Syria. The US on the other 

hand will be able retain its special relation with 

Israel, Egypt and Gulf Cooperation Council 

states. Some hail the accord as triumphant. 

Others suspect a double cross is in the works.    

Special Edition 
 

A Delegate’s Guide 

to Negotiations 

A publication of the 

Conference on Disarmament 
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Illicit Trade 

Yuri Orlov Proclaims Agreement on METT 

to be “great for business” – PFUK Concurs  
 

While the 2014 Arms Trade Treaty made 

laudable progress towards the elimination of 

black and grey market arms sales, illegal 

smuggling operations continue unabated. When 

asked how the this could be the case, famed 

arms broker Yuri Orlov smugly replied, “where 

there’s a will, there’s a weapon.”  
 

Olov’s point was that in the game of cat and 

mouse between Interpol agents and arms 

smugglers, so long as there is a demand for 

weapons, arms dealers would always come out 

on top. This is because, while the international 

community demands robust treaty enforcement,      

members are largely unwilling to sufficiently 

fund counterproliferation policing efforts. “It is 

this hypocrisy which allows us to thrive” said 

Popular Front for the Unification of Korea 

spokesperson Wei Armem-young.   

 
Arab States  

GCC Head Declares “This treaty is biased!” 

Israel and Iran Assert “Its an Arab thing.” 
  

Middle East countries declared any movement 

towards a Middle East Trade Treaty to be 

“wrong, unfair, and a violation of international 

norms....never in the history of the world has a 

region been singled out for limited arms trade.” 

What these representatives fail to recognize is 

that history is replete with examples; including 

region-wide arms embargos and the forced total 

disarmament of Germany and Japan.  
 

In any case, say arms control experts, the treaty 

aims to stave off an unending arms race, avoid 

added human suffering, and promote economic 

development. Said Chairman Widzer “It should 

not therefore be thought of as biased, but rather 

as a resolute effort to bring about peace and 

progress in a chronically troubled region.”  
 

In an absurdly perverted twist of providence, 

the Jewish state of Israel and the Persian state 

of Iran concur in their assessment that METT 

only applies to Arab states....effectively making 

the two longtime archenemies, if true,  de facto 

allies in pursuit of METT ‘s ratification.   

OPCW 
 

Verification Inspectors Up in Arms!  
 

Are you guys f—ing kidding me? exclaimed 

OPCW specialist Sven Igonnageten. It has been 

nearly three weeks since the deadly chemical 

attack in Douma Syria, yet inspectors have yet 

to gain access to the site in accordance with 

Article XIII of the 1993 Chemical Weapons 

Convention. Sven’s comments come on the 

heels of a potentially deadly shooting attack on 

his team as they approached Douma on 

Wednesday.              

 

IAEA 
 

Is Iran Preparing to go Nuclear?  
  

Recent shipment originating in the East China 

Sea have been observed entering the Persian 

Gulf and are suspected of carrying materials 

necessary for the production of a nuclear bomb. 

In fact, recently obtained infrared satellite 

imagery indicates that a least one cargo ship 

most assuredly contained radioactive material. 
 

IAEA analyst Nevers Nuecem suspects the 

Shiite dominated theocracy is preparing for the 

eventuality that certain parties to the Joint 

Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) may 

pull out of deal, causing enormous economic 

and political harm to an already unstable and 

financially strapped regime.     

 

Technology Denial  

It’s not just Quantity; Quality Matters as Well  
 

Officials representing the world’s leading 

technology denial regimes wish to emphasize 

that, while the number of arms entering the 

region is an important factor in bringing an end 

to human suffering, “if too little attention is 

paid to the attainment of advanced weaponry 

the potential for evermore deadly conflict is 

inevitable” said Miss Isle D’nile of the MTCR. 
    

  How to Submit an Article to the Sentinel    
The Arms Control Sentinel welcomes thoughtful, 

insightful and well crafted articles of concern.  
 

Please address your submission to:  

TheSentinel@diplomats.com   

*Submissions must be received no later than 

Thursday 1 pm MT  
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Conference (continued from page 1) 
 

A last minute room change resulted in some 

confusion; nevertheless the atmosphere was 

abuzz with excitement as delegates entered the 

Weapons Council conference room.  
 

The festivities began with Iran placing the 

blame for regional tragedies on everyone but 

itself. In like fashion the representative from 

Syria took no shame in ignoring her state’s 

reprehensive behavior. This was followed by 

the delegate from North Korea’s – a shining 

exemplar of proper state behavior - scathing 

rebuke of those who violate state sovereignty. 
 

For their part, the dynamic duo comprised of 

Israel and the GCC explained the crisis as the 

result of ‘foreign’ influence and said they are 

determined to assist by any means in the 

capture and destruction of chemical weapons 

within the region—such genuine selflessness 

from these upstanding global citizens.    
 

This came as welcome news to members of the 

ever optimistic international disarmament 

community who stressed the need to enforce 

violations of previous agreements and inter-

national law while making the point that there 

remains room for accommodation.   
 

Finely, the ever harmonious Security Council 

fractured along pathways to a resolution with 

the Russian ambassador touting the meeting 

between axis states at Sochi to be a shimmering  

example of a path forward while condemning 

the allied bombings in Syria. 
 

In return NATO powers were quick to 

condemn everyone from Henry Kissinger to 

President Putin’s horse trainer for the regions 

problems. Despite their heartfelt concern, it 

soon became clear that they would never risk 

getting any sand between their toes.   

 

On Monday’s Agenda 
 

Delegates will need to address the following: 

1) What is the Geographical Scope of METT 

2) Which / how many states need to ratify the 

treaty before it comes into effect  

3) Terms of the treaty  

4) Strategies for dealing with spoilers  

5) Voting procedures and inclusion  
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Across 
1) A country which stores and administers a treaty  

2) Document establishing successor states to the CFE 

3) 1
st
 treaty to ban an entire class of conventional 

weapons  

4) Jurisdiction of the INF treaty  

 

Down  
1) The removing of a warhead from a delivery system 

2) A country which never singed the NPT 

3) Market where vast majority of trade takes place 

4) The person completing this puzzle 

______________________________________ 
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o b x n  w d n   o b d o  x k j h   y u x k d j h w 
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f b d o     o b x n    p s a b o   o p    wd n   j w  

_ _ _ _     _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.     
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